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Themes & Ideas Dreams, perseverance, and believe in 
yourself. Together we can all be inspired to 
identify and pursue our dreams, no matter 
how big or impossible they may seem.

Language & 
Literary Features

Illustrations provide context clues as well 
as opportunities for prediction.

Sentence 
Complexity

Compound and complex sentences

Vocabulary savanna, baboon, caterpillar, sneer, 
clinging, cocoon, whoosh, wham, despair, 
curious, celebration, miserable, buffoon, 
pompoms, moody, termite, radiant

Special 
Vocabulary

dreams, perseverance, inspiration

Illustrations Cartoonlike animals 

Story Summary
Long ago in the heart of the African savanna, moody 
Baboon discovers a powerful secret.

One by one, Caterpillar, Tadpole, and Flamingo gaze 
up at the night sky and wish upon a star for their 
wildest dreams. Baboon insists these dreams could 
never come true. But when he sees Caterpillar turn 
into a winged butterfly, Tadpole into a dancing frog, 
and Flamingo into a beautiful pink bird, Baboon 
realizes that a transformative power exists between 
the stars and the animals once they truly believe in 
themselves and their dreams. 

Lesson Focus
Dream Big

Activity Ideas
Sing 
Sing the song from Dream Big.

Dream Board
Create a Dream Board.

Big Dream
Write, draw, or act out your dream and share how  
you plan to achieve it.

Additional activities can be found in the following 
pages of this document.

Dream Big
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Book Chat
NAME

What is Dream Big about?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Who is your favorite character in Dream Big? Why?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What is your dream?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What is your plan to make your dream come true?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What people, places, or things discourage you from  
making your dream come true?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Long ago in the heart of the African savanna, moody Baboon 
discovers a powerful secret. As Baboon watches his friends achieve 
their impossible dreams because they believe, Baboon realizes that 
together we can all be inspired to identify and pursue our dreams, 
no matter how big or impossible they may seem.

Discuss the story and write your 
answers together.

Dream Big
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Vooks Pause & Ponder
Pause at the indicated time 

stamps and discuss the story

0:40

1:01

1:19

5:51

2:07

8:33

8:57

9:59

11:08

4:07

What do you think the secret is?

Have you ever wished upon a star? What did you wish?

Why did Baboon discourage Caterpillar?

What did Flamingo become?

What did Caterpillar become?

Why did Baboon have a celebration?

Who was missing?

What do you think Termite will do?

What was the secret?

What did Tadpole become?

After viewing the Book:
1. Baboon has many moods in the story.  

What were they? Have you ever had any of those 
moods? What do you think causes moods? 

2. What do you think Baby Baboon learned from 
watching his father?

3. Why is it important to believe in yourself and keep 
dreaming? 

Dream Big
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NAMEDrawing and Writing
“Whoosh! Wham! You can be anything!” What is a big 
dream that you have? Draw a picture of your big dream 
and write about it below. 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ .
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Place the 6 scenes from
 D

ream
 Big in the correct  

order by w
riting 1–6 in the spaces provided.

Sequencing
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Tissue Paper Pompoms 

In Dream Big Baboon passed out 
pompoms to celebrate those in his 
life. Make your own pompoms and 
use them to celebrate and cheer on 
the people in your life.

Materials needed
• Tissue Paper (10)
• Tape (Preferably colored  

electrical tape)
• Scissors

Directions
1. Place 10 sheets of tissue paper on 

top of each other. 

2. Fold the pile of tissue paper in half 
lengthwise. 

3. Cut ½ inch strips all along the 
length of the paper leaving a 
couple of inches at the top uncut 
to use as your handle later. 

4. Once you’ve cut thin strips all 
along your tissue paper, open up 
the two halves and cut along the 
fold to separate them.

5. Roll the uncut sections of tissue 
paper tightly to make the handles 
for your pompoms.

6. Tape the rolled ends of the 
pompoms to keep them together.

7. Wave your pompoms around and 
celebrate the special people in 
your life.

Step 1

Step 3

Step 5 Step 6

Step 7

Step 4

Step 2


